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ABSTRACT
Pictures taken by journalists for distribution and for inclusion in stock photo collections are often enriched with
metadata. One key aspect of such photos is that they focus
largely on events and feature celebrities and other public ﬁgures. They may provide interesting insights into how such
public ﬁgures are related to each other in terms of the events
they attend, and in their social proximity in terms of how often they are photographed together. In this paper, we study
a corpus of approximately 9 million stock photographs taken
over a 10 year period and, using their metadata, we extract a
social network from co-appearance of public ﬁgures in events
depicted in the photographs. We exploit this latent social
information and combine it with the rich image metadata
to explore the possibility of predicting attendees at future
events, showing promising performance for this task.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.1 [Content Analysis and Indexing]: Miscellaneous;
H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]: Miscellaneous
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1.

In aggregate, large collections of news stock images can
provide interesting insights into how diﬀerent celebrities and
public ﬁgures are “related” to each other in terms of the
events they attend and also in terms of whether, and how often, they are photographed together. Such information may
be useful for marketing (e.g., an athlete who often appears in
non-sports events might appeal to a diﬀerent demographic
group than one who is only photographed with other athletes) and for search (e.g., ﬁnding related celebrities2 ). Such
relationships could also be used in data-driven journalism
tasks (e.g., a recent report by the L.A. Times analyzed the
demographics of Oscars’ voters3 ). Additionally, such collections could be leveraged to predict who will attend future
events and which individuals may be photographed together.
In this paper, we study a corpus of almost 9 million stock
photographs, taken over a 10 year period. Using metadata
from the photos, we extract a social network based on two
forms of co-appearance of public ﬁgures: co-appearance in
events, and in individual photos. We exploit this latent social information and combine it with the rich textual metadata attached to the images to explore the possibility of
predicting attendees at future events. We show that textual and social network information can both be exploited
for this task, and that they can be fruitfully combined. The
main contributions of our work are:
• The extraction and analysis of a large public ﬁgure
social networks from a large image corpus.

INTRODUCTION

Many news articles are accompanied by photographs that
depict events, and very often such photographs include public ﬁgures (e.g., politicians, celebrities, athletes, etc.). The
photos, mostly taken by journalists, are usually manually
enriched with textual metadata, including a short caption
describing the image, and additional information such as the
location of the photo and possibly an event related to the
photo. They are distributed via wire services (e.g, AFP),
and included in stock photo collections for future use1 .
1

There are hundreds of such services, but the largest ones
are Getty Images, Corbis, and Sipa Press

• Using this network, in combination the photo metadata, to predict attendees at public events.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst work that
has attempted to predict attendees at public events using
images and their metadata.
In the next section we discuss related work, followed by
a description of the dataset and the social network in Section 3. We then introduce methods for predicting event
attendees in Section 4, and evaluate these approaches in
Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.
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RELATED WORK

The problem of event recognition from multimedia has
been studied extensively in the last few years [13], assuming even greater importance with the increasing amount of
2

Yahoo! Image search provides this functionality.
http://graphics.latimes.com/towergraphic-la-et-academytower
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Event
43,323
8,798,056
9.4 · 10−3
406.2
2.0

Table 1: Statistics on latent social networks, based
on co-occurrence in photos, or in events.
multimedia content on online social platforms. Approaches
based on metadata such as tags or geo-location [10, 1], as
well as content-based techniques [6], have been explored.
Identiﬁcation of people from videos and images has been
explored in depth [14] and it has been shown that combining content-based techniques with image metadata [3, 8]
or social information [15] can improve performance. More
recently, rather than individual person detection from multimedia, some eﬀorts have been spent in the extraction of
social connections from images and video. Recognition of social clusters [12] and prediction of social relationship types
between individuals in photos [11] are examples of possible
tasks in this context. More generally, much latent information is hidden in richly annotated multimedia collections,
and this can be leveraged for prediction and classiﬁcation
tasks [5]. Other related work on person ﬁnding (e.g., [7])
creates textual representations of people based on the text
they create, somewhat similarly to our work, which describes
people with the metadata of images they appear in.
The work of Devezas et al. [4] is the closest to ours. They
focus on a much smaller collection, and limit their study to
a preliminary exploration of the structural clusters in the
social graph. Their observations are not used for any prediction task and events are not taken into account.

3.

DATASET

We collected the publicly available metadata of approximatively 9 million images from a well-known stock photo
agency, covering a time frame from 2000 to 2011. Metadata
includes the timestamp of when the picture was taken, a title and caption, a set of keywords deﬁning the image type,
content and context (e.g., sports, election debate), and possibly the event the image depicts. In addition, there are two
diﬀerent sources of information about people appearing in
the photos: a set of names automatically extracted from the
caption, matched with a database of known public ﬁgures,
and a set of manually annotated person names. We use the
automatically extracted names as the main source of people
information, but when a photo contains manual person annotations, we consider the intersection between the two sets,
and discard names that do not appear in both. At the end of
this ﬁltering process we have more than 45K unique person
names. For the purpose of analysis only, we complemented
the description of people with their Wikipedia categories,
crawled from the pages dedicated to them. Among all the
people in our corpus, the 78% have a Wikipedia page.

3.1

A Social Network extracted from Photos

The rich image metadata enables inference of social connections between people. Co-occurrence of people in a photo
or an event can be interpreted as ties in a social graph, where
nodes are people and edges represent co-occurrence, with the
edge weight proportional to the number of co-occurrences.
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Figure 1: Average entropy H of keywords in photo
metadata and Wikipedia categories for people at the
same event, at ﬁxed event size (# of attendees).
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Figure 2:
Cosine similarity σc between keyword/category vectors of pairs of people at distance
d in the social graph.
Intuitively, photo co-occurrence implies a stronger social tie
than event co-occurrence. We report basic statistics of these
social graphs in Table 1. Since the event-based graph expresses weaker interpersonal relations, it is much denser than
the photo-based network. Given its more manageable density and stronger social signiﬁcance, we focus the following
analysis on the photo co-occurrence network.

3.2

Data Overview

Latent social information emerging from the images and
their additional textual metadata can be exploited to make
inferences on the data. In particular, we focus on the task
of predicting people in future events, given knowledge of
past events. First, we observe that events tend to aggregate
people with similar proﬁles. This can be quantiﬁed by describing each person with a vector of terms and measuring
the entropy of the overall term distribution inside the event,
compared to the entropy of an “artiﬁcial” event of the same
size composed by random people. We can build such person
proﬁles from the aggregation of all the textual metadata associated to the images they appear in, or from the categories
in their Wikipedia pages. Figure 1 shows that, in both cases,
the entropy in random events is appreciably higher than in
real events, meaning that events tend to aggregate homogeneous people to some extent.
From a network perspective, social proximity is related to
person proﬁle similarity. Figure 2 shows that people tend to
be more similar to people who are closer in terms of number of hops in the network than to people residing far away.
The similarity decay with the distance is evident for both
types of user proﬁles. The diﬀerence of the similarity decay
applied on a reshuﬄed version of the network, where links
are rewired at random, shows that proﬁle alignment of close
people is not determined by chance or by pure assortativity.
Edge strength is also correlated with proﬁle similarity, meaning that people often co-appearing in a photo share many
proﬁle features (Figure 3). This also holds for the Wikipedia
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Figure 3: Average cosine similarity of proﬁles of
people connected with a edge of weight w. Positive
slopes show positive correlation.
categories, showing that it is not simply an artifact of people
“sharing” the annotations of photos they co-appear in.

4.

PEOPLE PREDICTION IN EVENTS

We propose two ways to use this photo data for predicting the people in events. The ﬁrst strategy, text-based,
predicts attendees by retrieving people from past, similar
events, given the description of the target event. The second, network-based approach, predicts people that are connected with strong ties or that reside near one of the event
participants, assuming that at least one person is known.

4.1

Text-based Prediction

We use the titles, captions and keywords associated with
photos to capture the shared semantics between people and
the events they attend. For a given person, we represent
them by the text associated with the photos depicting them
(photos with duplicate titles, captions and keywords are only
counted once), and build a language model to represent each
person. Given the textual representation of an event, we
rank candidate persons by the likelihood that their language
model “created” the event description T [9]:
P (P er|T ) =

P (T |θP er )P (P er)
P (T )

(1)

where P (P er) is the prior probability of person P er, and
P (T |θP er ) is the probability of the text T , given the person
language model, calculated as the product of the probabilities of the individual terms in T . The probabilities of the
individual terms are estimated as the maximum likelihood
estimate, smoothed with a background model using Jelinek
Mercer smoothing. We can estimate P (P er) using the relative frequency of the candidate person in the collection. We
also discuss in Section 4.3 how we can use the social network
information to reﬁne the estimate of this prior. P (T ), the
prior probability of the event description text, is constant
for all people being ranked, and can be ignored.

4.2

Network-based Prediction

For the network-based approaches we consider both photo
and event co-occurrence networks (Photo Net and Event
Net). We assume that a single event attendee is known,
namely the one with the highest degree in the social network,
and consider that person’s social neighbors to be good candidates for attending the same event. For this simple baseline,
we rank candidates based on their edge weight between the
seed person. We also propose a method that also takes into
account nodes that do not belong to the seed’s neighborhood, since not all people in the same event are neighbors in

the photo co-occurrence network. We apply a personalized
version of PageRank (PR), where every random walk starts
from the seed node (see Boldi et al. [2]), to the Photo Net
network. Intuitively, the higher the PageRank of a node, the
more reachable it is from the seed node. The PR is applied
to a directed version of the network,
where arcs from node v
to node u are weighted by w(v, u)/ x∈Γ(v) (w(v, x)), where
Γ(v) is the set of v’s neighbors and w is the weight of an
edge in the original undirected network. We refer to this
approach as Photo Net PR

4.3

Hybrid Approach

We explore two alternative approaches to combining textual and network based prediction. The ﬁrst is to expand
the textual event description with the name of the seed attendee, and use the standard text approach. Since names
are not removed from the textual representations of people, this returns people who have the seed person in their
description, and therefore co-occur with the seed person.
The second approach is to use the network predictions
to estimate the prior probability of a person, P (P er), in
Equation 1. The network approaches (with the exception
of the random walk approach) will give a 0 estimate to any
people who do not share a direct connection with the seed
person, which means such non-neighbors will have zero prior
probability. To improve the network estimate of the prior,
we smooth it with the frequency estimate discussed in Section 4.1, using Jelinek Mercer smoothing.

5.

EVALUATION

We evaluate our approaches to person prediction using the
public photo corpus described in Section 3. First, we ﬁlter
out small events with less than 5 people or less than 20 photos, giving approximately 51K events. We split our corpus
into a training set (approx. 50K events and 6.5M photos)
used for building our language models and social networks,
and a test set (1K) on which we evaluate the ability of these
models to predict the participants in an event, given its’
metadata. The corpus was split based on time, with all test
set events occurring after the training events. We represent
each event by the unique terms in the event (with known
people removed). For the textual approaches, we rank candidate people by the likelihood that their language model
created this event. For the social network approaches (and
for the “seed name” text approaches) we use the person with
the highest degree as a seed. For all approaches, this “seed
name” is removed from the ground truth and the result predictions. For the language models, we use a standard default
collection smoothing parameter (λ = 0.85), and for smoothing the social network prior with the frequency prior, we
give equal weight to each. We evaluate using Mean Average
Precision (MAP) and Precision at K (P@K).
The results of the evaluation are presented in Table 2.
The baseline text-based results show that it is possible to
achieve reasonably high precision early in the ranking, with
a baseline P@1 of 0.444, which can be improved to 0.465 if
we incorporate a frequency-based prior. Adding the name
of one known person to the query does not improve performance for most evaluation measures, showing that this naive
method of exploiting the social network does not improve
prediction performance. All of the explicit social network
approaches outperform the naive approach of using the seed
person as a query for the semantic approach (“seed name”).

Of the social network methods, network based on event cooccurrence gives the best results, even for precision at very
high ranks. Although this seems somewhat surprising due
to the fact that photo co-occurrence should be a stronger indicator of relatedness, it suggests that the event-based network is more robust, possibly because it is less aﬀected by
data sparseness. Although worse for P@K, the Photo Net
PR method has higher MAP than the Photo Net approach,
most likely because it can predict also people residing at
distance ≥ 2 from the seed node. Using the output of the
event-based network as a prior in the semantic model harms
performance considerably, which is unsurprising since many
persons will have a prior of 0. Smoothing this prior with the
frequency-based model, however, leads to an improvement
over the semantic approach (from 0.219 to 0.225 for MAP,
a relative improvement of almost 3%). This result is quite
encouraging, showing that relatively simple social network
approaches, when reliable seed information is available, can
oﬀer an improvement over a strong baseline, whereas standard information retrieval style approaches to exploiting the
same information fail to give a similar improvement. We
plan, in future work, to investigate whether pseudo relevance
feedback could provide reliable seeds for such approaches.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we build social networks based on photo and
event co-occurrence in a corpus of 9M stock photos. We propose methods to predict attendees at public events based on
the shared semantics of people and events, and based on social connections between people. Our results show that the
two approaches can be proﬁtably combined, and that social
network measures outperform naive information retrievalbased approaches to combining these two modalities.
These types of models can be used to predict attendees
for any events for which we have some metadata available,
which should prove very useful in event-based multimedia
indexing. These semantic descriptions of events and people
could also be used, of course, to compare events with events,
people with people, and to help discover previously unknown
links between events and people. Also, although this paper
has focused on predicting attendees at events, the results
may be useful even when the people are not actually event
attendees, in that they may often be strongly related to
the event. In future work, we plan to investigate such more
general applications of these models. We also plan to explore
using content-based analysis to improve the prediction.
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